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Streakers invade campus 
By Carl Remeosky 
Staff Reporter 
More than 1.000 onlookers wildly 
cheered as groups ot male students 
took advantage ol a mild March 
evening and dashed around the campus 
in the nude last night 
The lirst mass streak to occur at the 
University since the streaking craze 
recently hit American universities was 
organized by callers to Frank 
Johnson s talk show on WFAL radio 
The crowd gathered in the held 
between Harshman and Kreischer 
Quadrangles,   lined  the  streets near 
Harshman and Conklin Hall and 
gathered in dorm windows that were 
facing the action 
The streakers first ventured in 
groups of twos and threes and ran at a 
distance Irom the crowd, then as the 
groups ol streakers grew in size, they 
dashed directly through delighted 
crowds who formed corridors allowing 
them to pass 
THE LARGEST team of the 
"birthday suit set'' that picked its way 
through the crowd was estimated at 
more than 50 
Campus Safety only once made its 
presence known, as a patrol car with 
its flasher on inched through the crowd 
in the parking lot adjacent to 
Harshman 
Most streakers appeared to follow a 
triangular route from Harshman to the 
Fine Arts Building to Kreischer and 
back to Harshman 
Three nude men appeared on the roof 
•f Bromfield Hall and did several 
jumping jacks before disappearing 
One streaker, who wished to remain 
anonymous, said he "hadn't had so 
much fun in a long time." 
SOME FEMALES IN the crowd said 
Nixon's topics-Watergate, veto 
WASHINGTON IAPI President 
Nixon said last night he rejected as 
wrong any payment of hush money or 
offer of clemency to the original 
detendants in the Watergate burglary 
Nixon thus restated the position 
described by H R Haldeman. his 
former chief of staff, in Senate 
testimony Haldeman has been 
indicted for perjury in connection with 
that testimony 
The President said other persons 
might reach a different conclusion in 
reading a transcript or listening to a 
tape of the White House conversation 
last March 21 
But Nixon said he knows what was 
said and what he meant about payoffs 
for the silence of the Watergate 
defendants 
in fact. I think 1 can quote it 
directly, he said i said. It is wrong, 
that's for sure." 
Weather 
Variable cloudiness and not so 
warm today. High mostly In the 
40s. Cloudy and chance of rain 
tonight and tomorrow. Low 
tonight near 40. High tomorrow 45 
to 50. Probability of precipitation 
20 per cent today and 50 per cent 
tonight 
Nixon said Haldeman and John W 
Dean III. the former White House 
counsel, were present when he made 
that statement 
Whatever judgment others may 
reach. Nixon said. 1 know what I 
meant and I also know what I did 
"I meant that the whole transaction 
was wrong." he said 
i never at any time authorized 
clemency for any of the defendants." 
Nixon said "I never at any time 
authorized the payment of money for 
any of the defendants." 
The President also said he docs not 
intend to offer clemency to former 
aides now facing conviction in 
connection with Watergate 
Later, the President said he was not 
ttally ruling out clemency to any 
individual depending on a personal 
tragedy or something of that sort 
What I'm saying is that 1 will not be 
granting clemency because of 
Watergate " he said That I'm ruling 
out 
Belore starting to respond to 
questions about the Watergate scandal. 
Nixon opened the session by saying 
that the Senate, by sustaining his veto 
of an emergency energy bill, had 
vetoed longer gas lines and vetoed 
nationwide rationing 
At his second nationally broadcast 
news conference In nine days, the 
President again urged action on other 
energy     legislation,     saying     the 
administration     wants    action     to 
increase supplies 
I believe the way to get the price ol 
gasoline down is to produce more." 
Nixon said 
in an opening statement, the 
President congratulated members ol 
the Senate who voted to sustain his 
veto on the energy bill 
Joint tenure statement 
released by Rothe, SEC 
A joint statement on tenure decisions 
Wednesday was sent to all faculty 
members 
Provost Kenneth W Rothe and the 
Senate Executive Committee ISECI 
agreed on a set of guidelines which 
they say are "an equitable basis for 
making decisions on tenure 
recommendations affecting 1974-75 
contracts 
All tenure decisions will be made on 
the grounds of the professional 
qualifications and performance of 
candidates and the candidates' 
capability to contribute to the 
academic strength of their 
department, college or school and 
I'niversity 
All recommendations must be 
accompanied by sufficient evidence to 
show that the candidates meet stated 
departmental criteria of high quality, 
the statement said 
PEER REVIEW ol the evidence will 
be made by the appropriate faculty 
committee in each college or school 
Belore making a final decision on 
recommendations to the Board of 
Trustees. Dr Rothe will examine all 
recommendations. He said h< will 
release his initial findings with a 
representative SEC sub-committee 
Dr Rothe said that in the future, he 
and SEC will continue to examine 
problems of staffing academic pro- 
grams within the context of limited 
University growth to develop 
appropriate responses to future 
circumstances. 
they thought streaking was great and 
they would try to build up their nerve 
to try it. 
"This is great It really builds up the 
old college spirit." spectator Mick 
Hunter, freshman tEd.i.said. 
Another anonymous streaker said he 
"couldn't keep the girls off him" as he 
raced from Dunbar Hall to Ashley 
Hall 
Music to accompany the streakers' 
stints blared from an open window in 
Bromfield Hall 
Many of the male spectators said 
they were disappointed that the streak 
was not coed 
AFTER 10:15 p.m. the streakers 
began to disappear, and the crowd to 
disperse 
One student, clad in a pair of shorts 
and T-shirt, identified himself as a 
streaker after the crowd had begun to 
disperse 
"This is the greatest thing that's 
happened to get this campus together 
for a long time." he said 
Sn-eoking hit the University lad night a* male students 
gathered en the east end of campus fe dash Irom building to 
building. The sprinters attracted mere than 1,000 spectators 
with antics that lasted more than three hours. (Newsphote by 
Terry J. Stetler) 
Economics half building ideas 
ByDandarfield 
Assistant Sports Editor 
There's no war between the fine arts 
and physical education departments 
Each is lighting the same battle for 
money to construct new buildings 
David I. Fulton, associate protcssor 
and chairman ol computer sciences, 
headed a committee in 1972 that 
considered a proposal lor a new line 
arts building complex for the 
I'niversity 
The Fine Arts Complex Committee 
was,in the middle ol its planning when 
the Ohio Hoard ol Regents decided not 
to fund a tine arts complex Fulton said 
the allocation his committee asked for 
was a compromise and not really 
enough to I inance the complex 
We asked lor around $6 million 
originally but that wasn't really 
enough." said the committee head 
"We had to compromise within 
ourselves The situation within the fine 
arts department is incredibly bad 
"THE DANCE people have no place 
to dance, and the music building is 
woelully inadequate We are short on 
faculty and student space, and our art 
department is located in lour or live 
diflerent places 
The renovated Main Auditorium is 
a beautiful place, but isn't exactly big 
enough lor major perlormances." 
Fulton said We need a place three 
limes that size for concerts.' 
Fulton said he can do nothing about 
the situation He added that the 
committee hasn't met since the 
Regents retused to lund the complex in 
December 1972 
The Regents just aren't coming up 
with the money." said Fulton. "It's a 
political thing that we don't have any 
control on We were originally alloted 
$80,000 for planning, but we never saw' 
that either 
"WE WASTED six months ol our 
time lor planning, meeting sometimes 
lour tolive hours each week, and a lot 
of people put in a great effort 
Fulton added nobody was happy with 
the compromising and belt-tightening 
but they didn't feel that they were 
cheated 
The line arts complex is the No 1 
priority on campus for building, he 
said and a building is desperately 
needed It's a pressing thing." he 
added 
Everyone would like a line arts 
complex, said Fulton "But $6 million 
is just not that much money for the 
complex we need It might lake $10-20 
million maybe, but where are we going 
to get that k i ml of money? 
"The whole thing is political and in 
the hands of a bunch ol Columbus 
politicians Allotting money depends 
on the mood ol the legislature Even il 
we got the moeny. it would be two 
years before you'd see the 
cornerstone 
Fulton added that when his 
committee was planning the complex, 
everyone expected the Regents to 
come through with the money after the 
building was planned 
FULTON SAID the matter is a 
waiting game lor his committee He 
said even with inllation estimated at 12 
per cent, the price for a new facility 
will increase more than $608\000 each 
year 
On the physical education side. Dr 
Sam Cooper, chairman of the physical 
education department, is fighting a 
battle for a new recreational facility 
with a core around aquatics Money is 
his only drawback, also 
Dr. Cooper said the physical 
education complex is of top priority on 
campus, and the money could come 
from any number of sources-slate 
legislature, private sources or bonds. 
"Now we need a new aquatic center; 
a place where the students can go and 
do. not go and watch." 
University President Hollis A 
Moore Jr said last week that the need 
lor a new campus fine arts building has 
top priority over a physical education 
center Dr. Moore added that if a 
physical education facility was built, 
bonds would have to be issued or some 
other means of obtaining money would 
be needed because "there is no way 
possible to raise the General Fee." he 
said 
"WE NEED an aquatics center very 
badly here, but the money for buildings 
is going to Ihe city campuses who need 
help-not    Ohio.    Miami.    Kent   and 
he Bowling     Green    Universities.' 
added. 
Dr Moore also said the University is 
on a holding position at its present 
enrollment because the state decided a 
few years ago to maintain the 15.000 
student level rather than expand to 
30.000 
This eliminated many problems 
which go with large universities, but 
this neglected the fact that many 
buildings couldn't be built. Dr Moore 
said 
Dr Cooper has not given up on the 
possibility ot building a physical 
athletic center He continues to write 
area leaders and Universitv officials 
' What else can we do'1'' Fulton asked 
Hands off complaint 
until decision made 
The Dean of Students said yesterday 
he will take no action on a complaint 
asking the expulsion of four BG News 
staffers until the election is declared 
either valid or invalid. 
Dean Raymond Whittaker said he 
doesn't want to pre-judge the staffers 
until the Student Arbitration Board 
I SAB I makes a decision Thursday 
whether to let the election stand. 
The four were accused last Thursday 
of violating the student code by 
"perpetrating a clear case of fraud" by 
using other students' validation cards 
in an investigation of election 
procedures 
THE COMPLAINT was filed by 
Student Body Organization iSBOl 
coordinator of academic affairs John 
Doering. senior (B.A.l and Mike 
Bickley. senior I B.A.l. executive 
assistant to the academic affairs 
office. 
Named in the complaint are Editor 
Joan Gestl. senior (B.A.. A&Si. News 
Editor Janet Romaker. senior {B.A.l. 
and Staff Reporters Nancy Laughlin, 
senior < B A. i. and Curt Hazlett. junior 
iB.A I. 
It asked for the maximum penalty, 
which is expulsion. 
Whittaker said, "as long as it < the 
election's validity i is not settled. I'm 
going to leave my hands off it." 
lie said the accused would possibly 
have a hearing before him sometime 
next week, and that taking no 
immediate action "was the only smart 
thing to do." 
Doering said yesterday he has no 
plans to change or withdraw the 
complaint 
'Right now it stays as it is." he said. 
He added that he and Bickley have 
"received very little comment about 
the complaint, really nothing at all." 
•*Plk ^&" 
*. , 
When the tennis courts begin to 
fill with students, and more are 
waiting far the courts to empty so 
they can play too, you know 
spring is just around the corner. 
Here Mike Packard, sophomore 
(B.A.), shows his form while 
playing yesterday. (Nowsphoto 
by Carl Said) 
Fat* 2  Ih. BO Newi, Thuridoy, March 7, 1974 
epiT8RiaLS 
streaking craze 
spreading quickly 
Last night's massive campus streak-in demonstrates that BG students 
are not wallowing in apathy in catching on to the latest campus craze. 
Talk of streaking was heavy in the air all day and many students 
clearly proved last night that it was not all talk 
Campus Safety Lt Roger A Daoust said yesterday morning that 
Campus Safety would determine a position on streaking when faced with 
the situation. However, the Campus Safety crew didn't have to wait long 
for that situation. 
This fad undoubtedly has put campus police organizations in a bind 
over whether to make arrests and press charges. Most campus officers 
so tar have not interfered with the nude sprinters 
Some school administrators, asked by the Associated Press about their 
reactions to streaking also have taken a rather lenient view of the 
situation II streaking is the most serious problem ahead, we're going to 
have a pretty uneventful spring.'' said one dean at the University of 
Wisconsin 
The dean's reasoning seems to be the most logical response to this 
latest campus craze. Streaking is certainly not going to end because of 
vigorous enforcement of public decency laws 
At Memphis State, police made no attempt to arrest a 100-student 
streak. One policeman said he could have caught 20 of them, but "I just 
don't like the idea of wrestling with a naked man " 
If streaking has already begun in the mild weather of winter quarter, 
we can only guess about the prospects of spring quarter entertainment. 
not enough evidence 
for a new election 
what mokes them run ? 
By Montel Jennings 
210 Rodgers 
Gursl Mucirni Columnist 
Alter convening with a considerable 
amount ot students on campus. I came 
to surmise that a great majority feel as 
though some sort ol political dirt is 
being kicked-up They also believe that 
more is going on behind closed doors, 
lhan is explained about the dilemma in 
public 
li I. lor one. do not believe that we 
should hold another election on the 
grounds that no real substantial 
evidence has been brought forth to 
pnve the invalidity of the previous 
election 
HOWEVER, the cat* concerning the 
misprinting ot UIO ballots may throw 
an entirely ditlerent light upon the 
Issue 
'-' The lili News slatlers who 
dramatized that hand could take place 
in the elections should not be 
reprimanded, but exonerated I 
commend them lor bringing out the 
truth even though, in many instances 
it has been a haunting liability to them, 
in the eyes ot the students who 
disagreed with their tactics 
Yet, on the other hand, their actions 
i however either positive or negative in 
aspect i have wrought the anxieties ol 
mistrust in government from the 
federal and state level down to the 
college level  inadvertently 
3' Having another election may 
prove to be detrimental to some 
candidates because they might not be 
able lo re invest the finances, time and 
energy   which   ihey   put   out   in   the 
previous election 
LET'S FACE IT. the expenditures 
needed lor campaigning do mount up 
It is essential to build up the 
candidate s publicity The allluent 
candidate is usually the victor 
In this election year both parties 
were antagonistic toward one another 
The destruction of campaign materials 
resulted, consequently it was hard to 
differentiate the individual who was 
promising   something   idealistic   and 
superfluous between the one who was 
honest and sincere about the concepts 
he conveyed 
Has Watergate permeated the 
boundaries of Howling Green State 
University? Will we be able to tree 
outselves Irom this confusing political 
quagmire" 
SAB has an arduous task to tackle 
whatever its decision may be 
As far as yesterday's election results 
go. I'd like, at this time, to 
congratulate the Students tor a Better 
Government iSBGi for their tine 
perlormance 
Personally. I believe my losing in the 
race for Steering Committee will not 
be detrimental to me or my political 
ambitions 
Truthfully speaking, it has been a 
rewarding experience lor me to go out 
on campus and publicly voice the 
opinions I believe in 
THE FEEDBACK I received from 
students concerning controversial 
campus issues was gratifying. It has 
given me an extra incentive to go out 
and try even harder next year 
Consequently. I avidly look lm ward 
to next year's elections, because it 
definitely correlates with my basic 
philosophv that "a WINNER never 
QUITS and a QUITTER never WINS." 
By Erich J. O'Brien 
301 Offrnbauer Weil 
Guest Student Columnist 
I've been a student here for nearly 
four years and have never written to 
the News: somehow I feel as if I 
haven't really lived Accordingly, 
please over-look any misspelled 
words; grammar, etc. 
While pondering who I should vote 
for in the recent student elections I had 
to ask myself, why do these people 
run'1 
Are they bored'1 After checking the 
amply supplied posters i it seemed as if 
the only place free of them were the 
Johns I. I realized that I would be doing 
most candidates the greatest service 
by voting against them 
WHAT WITH being in so many 
committees, offices, sports. 4-H. 
sewing club, etc , most were at least 
heading for ulcers, if not heart attacks 
I do admire them I study occasion- 
ally, work in a cafeteria, have a 
moderate social life, and still seem to 
be barely able to fit in Kojak and a 
Leirers 
advising 
available 
The English Advising Office is alive 
and well in 315 University Hall Three 
advisors. I'eg Saari. Buzz Nelson and 
Donna Fricke. are there to serve 
English majors and minors by 
appointment from 9-12 a m and 1-5 
p in daily 
PEER ADVISING is available from 
Sigma Tau Delta members Rita 
Santangelo and Mara Saule 
If you want career and placement 
advising, make an appointment now 
before the spring crush The lounge 
and Advising Library are available for 
your use at any of the above listed 
hours and during lunch 
Mytho-Freudian critics especially 
might be interested in dropping in to 
observe our "Bizzare Banana'' display 
and to read the history of the banana in 
literature document. 
Dr Donna G Fricke 
English Undergraduate Advisor 
loneliness 
unbearable 
I am presently incarcerated at the 
London Correctional Institution in 
London. Ohio I am writing you this 
letter as an agent of appeal for 
correspondence and Inendship. and I 
am hoping that you will be kind enough 
to publish it in your newspaper 
LONELINESS in a place like this is 
almost unbearable. It is very much like 
that of a quiet drama which keeps 
building - and building, seemingly 
without end 
The experience of such a feeling has 
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memorial tribute 
to dr. freeburne 
By Ralph F. Blanco Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Temple University 
Philadelphia. Pa.' 
Guest Columnist 
A memorial tribute to Dr. Cecil 
Max Freeburne. Bowling Green 
State 1'nlversity: 
Cecil Max Freeburne will be 
remembered for his many qualities 
I know nothing of his human 
limitations, but instead recall back 
some 25 years when he reached into 
my life and said, in effect, "Be all 
that you can be." 
He was a young psychologist then 
and 1 younger still then he He had 
already partly become the mature, 
fine man he would develop to be. 
and I was in need of his counsel, his 
ideas and his fire 
1 CAUGHT the edge of his flame, 
as have countless others and was 
warmed by inspiration and the 
desire to learn He made me feel 
different than some others, as he 
differed in admired ways So was 
the relationship struck 
The first quality that comes to 
mind was his care for others, a 
persistent theme throughout the 
years He recognized and sponsored 
our research ideas, shaped and cut 
them to a scientific mold, blessed 
them with reason and awaited with 
us the birth-pangs of knowledge 
He attended to our self-doubts and 
our aspirations How else did he 
care'1 One time about midnight as I 
labored in his beloved animal 
colony on my research, running rats 
to learn about learning. I smelled 
his pipe, sensed his presence and 
looked up    He smiled,  offered a 
word of encouragement and quietlv 
left 
His message was clear: "I care." 
ANOTHER quality was his very 
basic interest in the world ot 
science. His was a honed curiosity 
that infected all his students 
capable of sensing a world beyond 
their own 
There was no doubt that most ol 
us then, and probably now. found 
him to be our very finest teacher 
Many ol us were too inarticulate to 
provide him the praise he truly 
deserved. 
His humor, subtle, dry and pithy, 
kept him temperate and amusing 
One day as I watched him in the lab 
bending over loo lnaruculate to * 
him that his tie was about to wrap 
around the gears 
HE LOOKED up and responded 
gently. "Ralph. I've always loved to 
live dangerously." 
And so it is that our beloved friend 
has left us and our recollections will 
fade 
To help insure that some portion 
of him will always remain, and in 
respect of his great talent to teach 
and be a very human being. I 
dedicated my book last year to him. 
in part, with the following "This 
book is dedicated to my finest 
teacher-Professor Cecil Max 
Freeburne This psychologist is an 
extraordinary man who cares 
deeply about knowledge, students 
and mankind." 
daily cogling of the chick on the Peach 
section. 
How they can find time to do all 
those things and still want to be our 
student government leaders amazes 
me. Surely, their only desire is to safe- 
guard our rights and their only reward 
the self satisfaction of knowing they do 
a good job 
INDEED. 1 sleep more easily at 
night knowing such people inhabit our 
campus. 
Certainly I have heard evil rumors 
concerning ulterior motives-vicious 
gossip dealing with fee waivers. 
Seriously, could money corrupt1 I'm 
sure any hint of personal reward, such 
as the impact a student government 
post could make on grad school 
admission officers or employers, is 
totally unwarranted. 
Ego inflating'' Stepping stone to even 
higher positions from associations with 
Hollis. trustees, or possibly the 
Governor'' No' 
PHOOIE. on all those who did not 
take the election seriously  Why. have 
you any idea of the number of trees 
that bit the dust in order to supply all 
those posters, fliers, cards, and 
advertisements'' 
I doubt if all those things and the 
buttons aod shirts were free At least 
somebody took the elections seriously 
enough to supply or obtain some funds 
from somewhere for all of it 
Now some students even want other 
students dismissed for their election 
day activities-activities that served 
oniy to point out how very easily 
cheating could be accomplished 
INDEED, It will be difficult to 
definitely prove whether any 
misconduct did occur or not The only 
way would probably call for the 
villains to turn themselves in or a 
validation card supplier to turn in a 
friend. IYOU just don't go around 
giving those cards to anybody I 
Somehow. I think the chance is 
small II the "burdenof proof "concept 
was strictly implemented, then the 
first election should stand However, 
how any elected officer could pretend 
to assume his post alter such a 
questionable mandate from his fellows 
(as much mandate as 3.500 15,000 is) 
forces me to question his integrity. 
A SECOND election is required If 
finances are an obstacle lo some, then 
let's outlaw campaigning in this second 
election Surely, most of us should 
recall the name of who we voted for. 
but let's have it soon' 
The BG. News should be highly 
commended for its brilliant election 
day work It's job should be to report 
such problems that affect the campus 
community and it did so dramatically 
and clearly. 
IF DISMISSALS had to be handed 
out. they would probably best go to Mr 
Doermg and Mr Bickley Their actions 
have only clouded the real issues and 
proven the short-sighted, near-minded 
ness of bureaucratic stupidity and 
serve only to weaken the SBO's 
credibility 
Let us hope we are not in the midst of 
electing similarly gifted officials 
to be felt to be understood I have no 
wish to continue to be swallowed up by 
what appears to be a vacuum of 
emptiness nor do I wish to remain just 
the faint echo ol a hidden shadow 
In a desperate effort to emerge from 
the internal prison ot lost despair. I 
have written you this letter in an 
attempt to re-acquaint myself with the 
outside world, and to become 
associated in a more honest and valid 
relationship with humanity. 
I seek not pity, but rather a more 
meaninglul strength in the 
understanding of others as well as 
myself 
MY INTERESTS are many, my 
pleasures are lew and my hopes are 
that someone will respond to moral, 
spiritual and intellectual 
communication 
In closing. 1 would like to say that I 
believe, I really do believe, that 
whenever you can share a smile, a tear 
or a thought with a stranger, then you 
are strangers no longer I wish to thank 
you in advance 
Charles I) Brooker 
No 124354 
Robert Nunn 
la friend i 
No. 137177 
PO Box 69 
London. Ohio 43140 
food coupons 
We    would    like    to    thank    the 
I ni\ersit\   community   lot   donating 
$400 worth ol tood coupons at the end ol 
fall quarter 
These rnu|>ons have been used to 
purchase loud foi various needs 
persons In the lit; ana  We are again 
collecting tood coupons and boxes will 
lie placed in the doi ins 
\nv coupons that you have left could 
be given in help the need) ot Bowling 
(iieen Thank you 
Charles Hoi nhostel 
329 N  Maple 
Mcmbei ol Vietnam Vets 
\g.nnst (he An 
bg streakers 
It is with pleasure that I bring to 
your attention a most recent sporting 
event on our campus In the last few 
minutes before dawn today March 6 
the first professional "streak" was 
held by the staff of the school of Art 
i only one member was late for the 
starting gun I. 
WHILE ITS duration was short due 
to cool weather it did cover a complete 
lap around the great seal of the 
university in center campus 
This event was held in total secrecy 
and in the intended spirit of such 
events 
This reporter is only sorry more 
could not nave been there to enjoy the 
crispness of the hour 
Carl Hall 
Professor of Design 
letters please! 
I would like to correspond with some 
people on the outside. I am in 
Lucasville I am 510". 175 lbs., brown 
hair, brown eyes, a Virgo, half French 
and half Indian 
I dig rock music and sports I boxed 
semipro and play baseball when 1 can. 
I hope to hear from you soon' Oh. I live 
in Cleveland. Ohio on the west side 
Thank you. 
Robert J White i Bobby I 
137-313 
P.O. Box 787 
Lucasville. Ohio 45648 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial. 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste. 
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University Hall. 
'THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION. THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION. 
THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION. THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION .  . 
ysa wants new election 
We feel that the irregularities 
around the last election have created a 
need for a new election. Our reasons 
being: 
1 The confusion caused by the B.C. 
News showing us how incredibly easy 
it is to sabotage the election. 
2 That the method used by the BG. 
News could have been used by others. 
3. THE fact that Mike Valentine 
knew that there were 100 ballots 
distributed that did not carry the 
names of the Oligarchy candidates. 
4 The fact that Bill Arnold has 
purportedly seen open ballots and has 
an idea of the outcome of the election, 
coupled with the fact that be has given 
support to the S ST. 
5 The feelings of invalidity around 
this   election   will   not   be   resolved 
regardless of who wins. 
ALONG WITH the above reasons, 
several other irregularities were 
mentioned in Fred Hoffman's 
complaint 
We of the Young Socialist Alliance 
propose that new elections be held and 
new candidates be allowed to run. New 
elections would eradicate the distrust 
around the past election and would 
allow the winners to take office with a 
legitimate mandate. 
Only by permitting new candidates 
can new issues be raised, renewing 
student interest and overcoming the 
apathy of cynicism generated by the 
election 
NEW ISSUES have arisen since the 
General Fees Budget Committee has 
made public their recommended fee 
allocations. We also feel new 
candidates could raise the issue of this 
past election in a more detached 
manner. 
Young Socialist Alliance and 
Young Socialists for Nancy Brown 
Jim Purdon 
Denise Wulff 
Tim Suhrer 
Jay Fisher 
Linda Hite 
DanLasse 
Betsy Clogg 
John Cornillon 
Energy legislation veto stands; 
Senate fails to override Nixon 
Thursday, March 7. 1974. The M N.w/f^. 3 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Senate failed yesterday 
to override President 
Nixon's veto of emergency 
energy legislation providing 
for an oil price rollback 
The vote was 58 to 40. 
eight votes short of the two- 
thirds majority needed to 
override the veto, which 
Nixon announced earlier in 
the day 
The vote marked the death 
of the energy bill which 
Congress had wrestled with 
since it first was introduced 
Continuing 
offers femi 
by Senate Interior Com 
mittee Chairman Henry M 
Jackson iD-Wash > last 
October 
Jackson called the veto a 
flagrant show of contempt 
for the impact of fuel 
shortages and soaring fuel 
prices on the American 
people' Failure to override 
the veto would cost the 
public »20 million a day. 
according loJackson 
MOMENTS before the 
House voted tor a crude oil 
price rollback similar to the 
education 
nist classes 
The Office ol Continuing Education will offer two courses 
in feminism spring quarter 
Basic Issues in Feminism will meet Horn 7 10 pin 
Mondays Feminist theories Images, jobs education and 
legal activities are included in the course 
Women in Art will meet from 7-9 pin Thursdays 
Discussion will cental on women as subjects anil artist! m 
paintings, sculpture and photography 
Cost of each course is $30 per person and $S tor persons 
over 65 More Information maj be obtained from the Office 
of Continuing Education  Administration Hide 
one contained in the energy 
bill vetoed by President 
Nixon 
A 218-175 vote wrote the 
provision into a measure to 
create a statutory federal 
energy agency. 
As in the original bill, the 
rollback generally would set 
a level that could go to $7 09 
a barrel It would apply to 
domestic crude oil 
In vetoing the bill which 
would have given him power 
to order gasoline rationing, 
the President declared that 
it "solves none of the 
problems, threatens to undo 
the progress we have 
already made and creates a 
host of new problems " 
THE PRESIDENT ob- 
jected most vigorously to 
the bill's provision (or a 
rollback in domestic crude 
oil prices 
Such a rollback, he said, 
would make the oil industry 
unable to sustain its 
present production of petro- 
leum products, including 
gasoline It would result in 
reduced    energy    supplies. 
newsnotes 
Nixon 
WASHINGTON     lAPl President 
Nixon is willing to be interviewed undei 
oath     before    the     House    committee 
considering his impeachment, .i White 
House lawyer said yesterday 
Attornev James 1) St Clan told an 
extraordinary session ol the I S 
District Court that the President is 
ready to give Ihc house Judiciary 
Committee all ol the materials and tape 
recordings he previously gave the grand 
jury 
Nixon is ready to answer written 
questions from the committee Si t'laii 
said     II    these    answers    are    not 
satisfactory he said Nixon would be 
willing lo undergo one or more 
interviews and would have no objection 
to them being under oalh 
Gun control 
COLI'MBIS. lAPl The House Judi 
ciary Committee recommended for 
passage yesterday one piece of handgun 
control  legislation and killed another 
thai    could    have    banned    the    guns 
outright 
Heported out was a bill that would 
outlaw the so-called Saturday night 
specials, guns selling for under $25 
retail. 32-caliber or smaller, which 
would melt at 800 degrees lahrenheit 
Kommunist' 
MOSCOW iAPi - Soviet Defense 
Minister Andrei Grechke says that the 
Soviet I'nion should remain wary ol 
Hast West detente and increase 
spending on its military might 
In an article written for the current 
Issue ol the Communist party's 
theoretical journal "Kommunist," the 
marshal declared that the aggressive 
tones of imperialism must constantly 
feel we are always on the alert.'' 
The prominent display given 
Grecbko's call lor vigilance seemed to 
be further indication that influential 
men in (he Soviet leadership view parly- 
leader Leonid I Brezhnev's opening to 
the West with some apprehension 
longer lines at the gas pump, 
minimal, if any. reduction in 
gasoline prices, and worst of - 
all. serious damage to jobs 
in America ." 
'Unemployment would go 
up. and incomes would go 
down.'' Nixon said. 
The net effect would, he 
continued. "make 
compulsory     rationing     of 
gasoline much more likely. 
The President reviewed 12 
energy-related proposals 
now pending in Congress and 
said he would soon submit 
"amendments to our 
environmental legislation 
that would provide the flexi- 
bility necessary lo acquire 
and use our fuel resources 
most efficiently in times of 
shortage " 
Douglas found 
guiity in court 
Christopher Douglas, 
former assistant director of 
ethnic studies, was 
sentenced yesterday in 
Bowling Green's Municipal 
Court on charges of 
fraudulent use ol telephone 
services 
Douglas, found guilty of 
using University telephones 
to make personal calls and 
charging the I'niversity with 
those calls, was sentenced to 
60 days in jail and fined $500 
in court costs 
Basketball The recent weather  hoi caused students to get ouliide and enjoy the tun 
lately.  Some students have been streaking, but these men are getting their 
WGOfh ef"      •"•"'*« in a m0,e traditional activity. (Newtphoto by Carl Seidl 
Book features Mid-east women 
Despite recent interest in 
worn ens liberation 
movements, very little has 
been written on the 
modernization of women 
especially in the Middle 
East, Dr Greer Litton Fox. 
assistant professor of 
sociology, and Dr Kathleen 
Howard Mernam. assistant 
professor of political 
science, said. 
To organize what has been 
written about women in the 
Middle East and lo show the 
emergence ol women as 
political participants, they 
are editing a book 
tentatively titled The 
Emergence of the Modern 
Woman in the Middle East 
Studies in l\mancipation 
THE BOOK is a collection 
0l articles written by 
Western and Middle Eastern 
scholars on the changing 
role of women, then 
emancipation     and     their 
parts    as    agents    Of 
modernism, 
Besides editing the book 
each woman has contributed 
an article lo it 
Dr Fox's article on 
male selection and family 
toiination deals with Ihe 
shut from arranged to love 
match marriages and the 
difference it has made in 
mate selection. 
Concerning her research. 
Dr    Fox said.     One of the 
most fascinating things to 
me was to deal With the 
women's movement in the 
I S on one hand and on the 
Other hand women's status 
and role in the Middle 
I'.asl 
She said the contrast 
between Ihe two "gives a 
refreshing perspective on 
the status ol women in each 
setting 
Dr Merrlam's article on 
political changes deals with 
the impact ol Middle 
Eastern nationalistic 
movements on the 
emancipation of women 
She leaves March 26 to 
Spend 45 days in Egypt doing 
research lor her article on 
the  women  elites  and  how 
they have emerged She said 
she is hopeful lo obtain 
interviews with Egypt's 
female minister of foreign 
affairs and Madame Sadat, 
wile of Egypt's president 
THE IDEA for the book 
evolved from Dr Fox's and 
Dr Mernam's desire to hold 
together what is being 
published about women in 
the Middle East. 
"We decided we were 
concerned because not much 
had been written recently 
about the changing role of 
women and the changing 
conception of herself in 
society." she said 
The  target  date for  the 
book s completion is June 
They said they hope to send 
it to a publisher by the end of 
summer. 
Both see the book as being 
valuable as a supplementary 
text in modernization 
courses. 
"A book of this sort could 
make a contribution to the 
literature on women 
appearing in the last five to 
six years." Dr Fox said 
She also said the book will 
make more readings 
available on empirical 
research on women that will 
differ from the current 
stereotyped "Arabian 
Nights" image 
STILL LOOKING FOR A 
PLACE TO LIVE THIS / / 
SUMMER & FALL? 
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY 
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE 
WHY WE HAVE THE 
BEST APARTMENTS 
IN TOWN. 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
1 APARTMENTS 
i 
853 NAPOLEON RD. 
SUITE 5 
For Info Call 352-6248 
OPEN 9-5 DAILY 
f/AMLS   GOT/YOU   DoWA/? 
A/EED   A   TH/XST- QUEA/CH/A/Q 
PICK-ME UP To^HELP 
VOU 6ET'7HPU\THOS€ EXAMS? 
\h I    '      —'"' ' \COMect*OV£R 
^ \      AND 1+ 
/ HAVE SOME1 
i KELLey-<s#eEAt 
I "IRISH"3£ERU 
Maybe Hit Luck .»/ Me Shswck 
will be\*/i+ti yot/f itu^ ){-**_ 
(Or you ear* ktss our Btsrney S/*/* /) 
352-1411   J     V    3S2-M// 
HAPPY ttoi/PS   MON.-PPI. Z-S+7-9 
532 EAST WOOSTER 
MEMPIZZA 
0FF6R eJOoO  - 3||>.-3|I5 
I mast: S6S ndl MlelHA'.*    HOI 
»u*~,.>». vln>«K> UUAI UHW1 
M«wy*. ISTr1*""* Don't Miss 
lest American movie TALL u 
afttWveK" » 
McQ PG WAYNE ON WHEELS 
STREISAND-.      THE WAY No™t«.o. 
• REDFORO <« WTEIrE B..I «ct..» 
TOGETHERIu. 4 *"' 
Fantasia 
■OMWtfd   If 
• kttmt »■*•. 
-KM** fteit total 
The Ultimate 
Experience 
(■itMet-1 ston 
MM    Mt   IK"' 
■ HI i)AV". IXXWHN 
Ceerie C. Scott 
Doe, it agwn 
BEST PICTURE    •   'ICST  DWFCTOR 
BEST SCREENPLAY  ■    iEST ACTRESS    I 
INGMAR BfBGMANS 
CRESAND 
WHSfflS 
*«in«i of N«w York 
f*n Of* «>e.d 
NonwijtM tor Sail Pictu"* 
i Stlt Actrcit 
Congratulations to the 
New ICF Officers 
Mike Wilcox 
Chris Toby 
Russ Fenton 
Dana Burke 
Rick Wallace 
-Pres. 
-V.P. 
-V.P. Internal 
Affairs 
-Sec. 
-Treas. 
From the Antaean Society 
JT and Rip 
CAS ASH 
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE 
PAYS TOP PRICES 
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS 
STUDENT 
BOOK EXCHANGE 
530 E. W00STER ST. 
SBX ALSO PAYS TOP WHOLESALE PRICES ON MARKETABLE 
TEXTS NO LONGER USED AT B.G.S.U. 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
"More Books For Your Money-More Money For Your Books" 
Pay* 4  Th' BG NIWI, Thurtday, March 7, 1974 
Monk-writer discusses his work 
By K»rrn Beck 
Robert Early writes and 
teaches A few years ago, he 
did the same thing only in 
monks'clothing 
At the University. Early is 
an instructor in the creative 
writing program i like to 
write Its more or less a 
kind of salvation for me." he 
said 
Early, who is a published 
author, grew up in Kings 
Mountain. N C. He decided 
to become a monk when he 
was 17 years old and joined 
(he Order ol St Benedict 
"I was raised a Methodist 
but converted to 
Catholicism my senior year 
in high school. Early said 
The church was very 
attractive to me I loved the 
old ritual and pomp." 
HE ENTERED Belmont 
Abbey, a monastery .10 miles 
from his home, where he 
studied music, philosophy, 
theology and English 
' 1 was so many things in 
the monastery," he 
recalled. "In a school like 
that you have to teach a 
variety of subjects The 
result was that I was in four 
different fields at four 
different time " 
Early performed several 
duties at the monastery 
"Most of i In-in had to do 
with teaching." he said "I 
taught English philosophy 
and courses in music 
MONKS are periodically 
granted leaves determined 
by age and seniority, to 
continue their studies at 
other universities When his 
turn arrived. Early was told 
to   lind a place quickly " 
Why  did   lie  choose   this 
University? 
I had I friend who was a 
nun who was studying 
here" Early said 
Alter she told him about 
the University, he came 
here in   1970 on a  writing 
- FEATURING - 
IF! |               Our  Rrollrd  Siraki  and Chops 1 nil  CMrtC  Family  Din- ■■■w'1  ' ■■ ■ft 
,                      It \   Will   1 II   s 
PANCAKB8 & WAFFLES 
Open Tim Ihru Sal   7:30-11 
Sundays 7:30-7:011 
L          412 EAST WOOSTER 
^ftSllISfc m        BANQUET ROOM 
Kl l/iTI 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
^ l«SC >W warn 
YOU NAME IT, 
WE'VE GOT 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
Houses & Apartments 
For Rent 
FOR SUMMER & FALL 
FANTASTIC PARTY 
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL, 
AND MUCH, MUCH, 
MORE. 
FOR INFORMATION 
CALL - 352-9378 
10-5 DAILY 
fellowship 
Attending a university 
necessitated a change in 
wardrobe. 
"In the monastery we 
wore habits-long black 
robes with a hood and a 
scapular over it." Early 
said The monastery helped 
supply him with clothing 
while he was on leave. 
"We always had stuff in 
storage there." Early said 
"I didn't really have to buy 
anything " 
He admitted it was 
strange adjusting to his new 
garb '"I'd start to go up 
stairs and reach to lift up 
my skirt." he said. 
ALTHOUGH he wrote a 
novel in the monastery 
which he called "a silly little 
book about two people in 
love." Early s career as a 
novelist didn't begin until 
his "The Jealous Ear" was 
published last summer 
"The Jealous Ear" 
concerns a 6-year-old boy. 
Egan Fletcher Jr. who 
eavesdrops in a southern 
gothic mansion dominated 
by "three puritan, insane 
women The child, who 
doesn't understand his 
father's absence, 
eavesdrops to "piece 
together all the lacts about 
his mother and father. 
"It started out as « Joke, 
more or less." said Early. 
"I liked to write; it was a 
kind of therapy for me. I 
decided I'd write a work and 
parody all the gothic figures 
I heard about in the South." 
He said these gothic 
figures, often characterized 
in William Faulkner's 
novels, include the frigid 
wife, the black prophetess 
and the puritanical 
grandmother. 
"The Jealous Ear," 
published by Houghton 
Mifflin, received favorable 
reviews, including one from 
Time magazine. 
WHEN   ASKED  how  he 
felt reading a critic's review 
of his works, Early replied: 
"It's frightening. They 
never understand. They read 
their own notions into your 
work To my knowledge, not 
one of them has ever 
understood my intention." 
His second novel, "Aegis 
and Apogee", is scheduled 
for publication in 
November 
"This is a story about a 
monastery," he explained. 
"A monastery is a 
microcosm of reality in 
which the struggle of the 
people there more or less 
Just Arrived! 
New Shipment of 
Beads - Suede Cord - 
Decoupage 
III 
/rent j inot Cor. of N. Main I Court Where Today's Hobbies 
are Tomorrow's Heirlooms 
Balfour Salesman 
fnr I or 
B.G.S.U. 
Class Rings & 
Greek Jewelry 
will be at 
The DEN 
Thursday & Friday 
March 7 & 8th 
Dollars & Cents 
For Your Books 
At The 
Bee Gee Book Store 
Across From Harshman 
Top Prices 
For "Drops" 
1424 E. Wooster 
reflects the problems of 
society." 
"The story is a kind of 
morality, a medieval 
thing." 
Although the novel deals 
with a present-day 
monastery. Early insists it 
is not autobiographical. 
"MOST OF the characters 
represent moral agencies," 
he said. "There are some 
composites of people I've 
known. To a degree, you 
write what you know 
about." 
"I've started a new 
novel." he continued "The 
subject is a divorced woman 
with three children. She's on 
the verge of a breakdown. 
more or less, because she 
has difficulty reconciling 
her present state of divorce 
with her present nature." 
Early   said   he  plans   to 
keep teaching and writing 
"I've got all kinds of ideas 
floating   around   here   and 
there, "he said. 
<* '■* •*» 
tv highlights 1 
TONIGHT 
9   p.m.   Channel   24    "The   Pueblo."   Hal 
Holbrook 
9 p.m. Channel 11. Pilot Films.   "Marriage 
Times    Four "     Bruce    Davison.     Leslie 
Charleson. Louise Lasser. Michael Tolan 
TOMORROW 
9p.m. Channel 24.   Really Raquel." 
I   a.m.   Channel   13.     Midnight   Special." 
Gladys  Knight  and the Pips host;   Curtis 
Mayfield and Richie Havens as guests 
SATURDAY 
8:30 p in  Channel 24. Saturday Night at the 
Movies.    "Mousey''   Kirk   Douglas.   Jean 
Seberg 
11.30 p.m. Channel 13. The Burl Reynolds 
Special Bobby Goldsboro. (Jlen Campbell 
SUNDAY 
2:30 p.m   Channel II.  NBA Basketball. Los 
Angeles vs Boston 
5:30 p.m  Channel II.    Knights of the Round 
Table." Stars Robert Taylor. Ava Gardner 
8 30 p.m. Channel 24. ABC Sunday Night at 
the   Movies.     The Out of Towners."  Jack 
Lemon, Sandy Dennis 
MONDAY 
8 p.m.   Channel   24.   Mario   Thomas  and 
Friends. "Free To Be You and Me " 
9 p.m. Channel 24. The John Denver Show 
TUESDAY 
830   p.m    Channel   II,   "One   Night   In 
Paradise" Renee Taylor. Joe Bologna. 
9:30 p.m. Channel 11. G E Theatre. "Tell Me 
Where It Hurts " Maureen Stapleton 
WEDNESDAY 
8 30 p.m. Channel 24. Wednesday Mystery 
Movie,   The Hanged Man." Steve Forrest 
10 p.m. Channel 57. CASH   Study of Johnny 
Cash 
THURSDAY 
8 p.m. Channel 13.    The World You Never 
See " Narrated by Hugh Downs 
9pm Channel 57. Humanities Film Forum. 
The Andersonville Trial " George C Scott 
FRIDAY 
10 p m  Channel 24. Toma  Tony Munsante. 
Susan Strasberg 
lam. Channel 13. The Midnight Special 
uum   diu iHj   n  a m     iiiuno.       im-   imiui   l ners.      ja n       -™—.. .•.,..,,...*
"h 1 a  l .  i i l 
Judiciary one of five reforms 
needed in government-Kapnick 
"There   are   five   major "We   have   got   to   stop       who   have   used   corporate i„ terms of law reform "There are five ajor 
reforms necessary in the 
federal government today." 
Harvey Kapnick, chairman 
of the governmental affairs 
committee of the National 
Chamber of Commerce, said 
Tuesday 
Kapnick spoke to students 
in the Union on the "Role of 
Business in Government 
Reform." 
He is chairman of Arthur 
Andersen & Co. and has 
been involved in public 
service 
" e have got to stop 
casting business as the 
scapegoat. Kapnick said 
"Most things ol value to you 
today are backed by the 
private enterprise system." 
HE   SAID   one   ol    the 
problems in the government 
today is the impact ol infla- 
tion on high costs If you 
are not concerned with infla- 
tion, you should be. he said 
He said the use of money 
in political campaigns is 
another    problem      Those 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
QUARTER LEASES 
Available Spring Only 
CALL US FOR INFO 
352-6248 
LOOK AT THESE 
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TO GO 
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1'jib. box 
DYMO 
Label Gun 
Men's T-Shirts 
Package of 3 
Tampax 
Tampons 
box of 40 
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IVfRfOAV I 
WSCUUNI ' 
PBHf 
1.44 
NOW ONLY 
2.19 
NOW ONLY 
1.25 
Johnson's 
Baby Shampoo 
12^0* bottle 
Johnson & 
Johnson 
Cotton Balls 
wurs 
HIRI0»<I 
OCSCOUKI I NOW ONLY 
1.39 
NOW ONLY 
TfiWi 
DISCOUNT 
DRUG STORES 
Complete Prescription Service 
Let Citay's till your Prescription 
3527248 
Special* Available Thru Mar. 10 
funds illegally should be 
penalized severely." he 
said 
Kapnick said the three 
basic deficiencies in today s 
government are the failure 
to establish goals, objec- 
tives, and priorities, an 
antiquated power structure, 
and the direction in which 
the judicial process is 
leading America 
"SIGNIFICANT reform is 
needed in the grand jury 
system in the I'nited 
Stales." he said. "I think 
plea-bargaining has been 
used much too much in this 
country," he said I would 
lather see those in the 
government who have 
indiscretions come to trial 
than be brushed under the. 
rug for plea-bargaining " 
In ter s of law refor . 
Kapnick said "we must 
come out strongly for 
election reform " He said 
the people should have 
control over the funds 
received for campaigns in 
terms of how they are 
obtained and spent 
HE ADDED that. 
"Congress must be held 
accountable, along with the 
President and businessmen 
Kapnick said "we should 
address ourselves as 
Americans as to how we can 
hold regulatory com- 
missions accountable." 
"Leadership in all sectors 
must start speaking out as to 
who wants reform In,the 
process, we hope for a 
better government." he 
said 
Yoga: new study aid? 
Can a physical education 
course help students 
improve their memories and 
accomplish more in less 
time'' 
Barbara Kothe said she 
thinks yoga could be 
beneficial to students as a 
study aid because yoga 
relieves pressure and 
students "are under 
constant pressure." 
Kothe will teach two yoga 
courses spring quarter 
through the HPE 
department. 
Students   who   have   had 
some exposure to yoga may 
sign up for the 9 am 
section Listed as both HPE 
100 and 200. the course will 
meet Tuesday and 
Thursday 
ANYONE WHO has not 
been exposed to yoga should 
sign up for the 10 a in 
section The beginners 
course is listed as both HPE 
100 and 200 It meets on 
Tuesday and Thursday. 
The intermediate course 
will take a look at 
techniques of meditation. 
Spring Alive 
for Spring Break! 
Don't go home looking worn out 
from exams - visit Monty's first! 
MONTY'S 
BEAUTY SALON 
131W. Wooster 
Call 352-2611 & Spring Alive! 
This Week, At The 
GIGOLO 
TWEED 
Rocks The Night Away! 
Remember 
Thursday is 
TO-FER-NITE! 
!     NO COVER    ! 
j With This Valuable Coupon | 
THIS WEEKEND ONLY! 
(FRI. OR SAT. MARCH 8 or 9) 
At The ;    GIGOLO    ; 
W!WW»M»«W>-*: 
Thurulay, March 7, 1974, Th. BG N.wi/Poa.5 
What kind 
of fool 
would invest in a business that: 
Is without profit? 
Has impossible hours? 
Is involved in one disaster 
after another? 
That even asks for blood? 
We hope you're that kind of fool. 
the 
good 
neighbor. 
The American Red Cross 
^V-^^>>*>«»^*«i«»i*«iX 
TONIGHT 
ONLY!!! 
TONIGHT 
ONLY!!! 
LASALLE^S 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
You're Invited 
THURSDAY MAR. 3, 1974 
7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS 
APPLY and CHARGE TONIGHT 
YOUNG MENS 
SWEATERS, VESTS, CARDIGANS, 
LONG SLEEVE, PULLOVERS 
REG. 8.00 to 17.00 
3.99 to 8.99 
JEANS, SLACKS IN DENIM, 
BRUSHED DENIM, CORDUROY 
REG. 10.00 to 16.00 
3.99 to 8.99 
MAIN FLOOR MENS 
MENS SHORT SLEEVE 
DRESS SHIRTS 
OUR OWN SUPREMACY DRESS SHIRTS MADE 
FROM PERMANENT PRESS EASY CARE FAB- 
RICS 
SOLIDS • PRINTS • FANCIES 
COMP. AT 6.00 to 6.50 EACH 
2/9.00 
MAIN FLOOR MENS 
■BfcBH 
I 
SAVE 1/2 
ON 
LONG SLEEVE NOVELTY TOPS 
AVAILABLE IN S M L 
ORIG. 10.00 to 13.00 
ONLY 5.001.6.50 
MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR 
JUNIOR BONANZA 
ENTIRE STOCK 
OF 
JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR 
AND DRESSES 
20% o m 
,'Nimoon JUNIORS 
KNIT 
DRESS SHIRTS 
ALL NEW SPRING SHORT SLEEVES 
COMP. AT 8.50 to 9.50 EACH 
ONLY 2/1.00 
OR 5.99 EA. 
MENS LONG SLEEVE 
DRESS SHIRTS 
CHOOSE FROM AN ASSORTMENT OF 
SPECIALLY PRICED FAMOUS BRAND 
AND OUR OWN BRAND SHIRTS 
ORIG. 4.96 to 10.00 
FASHION PANTS 
A SPECIAL ASSORTMENT OF 
CUFFED. UNCUFFED, BELT LOOPED, 
AND MANY OTHER STYLES 
ORIG. 13.00 to 15.00 
WOMENS 
SWEATER SALE 
TURTLENECKS, VESTS, CARDIGANS 
IN 
SOLIDS AND NOVELTIES 
ORIG. 6.00 to 13.00 
14*17 MAINFLOORMENS NOW 2.99 ONLY 7.99 NOW 3.99 SIZES 10 18 MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR 
MENS SWEATERS 
SLEEVELSS. CREWS. V NECKS. T-NECKS 
IN 
WOOLS. WOOL BLENDS, AND ACRYLICS 
SOLIDS AND FANCIES 
S-M-L-XL 
ORIG. 4.99 to 13.00 
2.99-6.99 
CASUALHANDBAGS     FASH,0N SCARVES 
COMP. AT 13.00 to 15.00 NOW 
6.00 
COMP. AT 2.00 to 4.00 
N0w"7    EA. 
MEN 
FLANNEL, WOVENS, AND 
KNIT SPORT SHIRTS 
COMP. AT 4.99 to 8.50 
NOW Z.j" 
KEMPTON 
CREW SOCKS 
REG. 1.00 PR. 
NOW 79c PR. 
ONLY 
CAVIERSEED 
BEAD ROPES 
60"LONG -COMP.ATZOO 
NOW y y EA. 
KEMPTON BANLON SHIRTS 
COMP. AT 6.00 EA. 
KING SIZE 
BEAN BAGS 
LIVELY COLORFUL - WIPE CLEAN 
WET LOOK, VINYL 
IN RED, YELLOW, BLACK 
LIME AND WHITE 
REG. 34.95 EACH 
NOW 2/9.00 
MAIN FLOOR MENS 
TONIGHT 
ONLY 26.99 
20% 0 OFF 
ENTIRE STOCK OF MISSY AND 
HALF-SIZE DRESSES, JACKET 
DRESSES, LONGS AND PANT- 
SUITS 
SIZES 10-20 - 14V* to 24V, 
2ND FLOOR FASHIONS 
flSST. NAME BRAND PANTYHOSE 
ORIG. 2.00 to 3.00 EA. 
SALE 3/3.00 
BONNIE DOON KNEE SOCKS 
1 SW/GGER-BULKY RIB OF 
STRETCH NYLON 
2 SOCKER • MULTI PASTEL STRIPE 
JUNIOR COATS 
PRESEASON SAVINGS 
ON 
SUN/SHOWER COATS 
SIZES 5 TO 13 ORIG. 45.00 
JANE IRWILL 
SWEATERS 
ORLON ACRYLIC RIB TURTLENECKS 
AVAILABLE IN WHITE, RED, YELLOW 
NAVY. LT. BLUE 
MACHINE WASHABLE IN S-M-L 
NOW 33.90 
ORIG. 9.00 EA. 
ONLY 
COMP. AT ZOO EA. 
MAIN FLOOR 
3/3.00 
CENTER AISLE 
2/10.00 
NATURAL       BLUE       RED   ■   NAVY       YELLOW 
2ND FLOOR JUNIORS 
OR 5.99 EA. 
MAIN FLOOR COUNTRY STORE 
DENIM 
PANT SUITS 
100% COTTON 
ORIG. 30.00 
NOW 15.00 
1/2 OFT 
MACY OWN BRAND 
IMPORT TOPS 
2 FOJ.OO 
Choose town assortment of Tanks, Crews, Pull- 
overs, Short Sleeves or Sleeveless. This is a 
vast assortment of Solids and Fancies in all 
Spnng colors S-M-L. 
COORDINATE GROUPS 
SEVERAL COORDINATE GROUPS 
OF 
100% POLYESTER 
AT 
1/2 OFF 
MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR 
ORIGINAL PRICE 
MAINFIOOR SPORTSWEAR 
PLUS 
VALUES IN 
LINGERIE, HOUSEWARES, 
COMPONENTS, YOUNG 
JUNIORS, SLEEPWEAR 
TONIGHT ONLY 
TONIGHT    AT    LASALLE*S 
Peg* 6/Tfw %Q New*, Thursday, March 7, If 74 
Alumni-sponsored scholarships 
to equal $34,000 for 1974-75 
Scholarships and student 
programs will receive more 
than $34,000 next year from 
the Annual Alumni Giving 
i AAG i program 
Alumni director James W 
Lessig said the Alumni 
Board ol Trustees approved 
allocation of $34,244 from 
AAG and $9,150 from the 
Parents Club at a Feb 16 
meeting 
Alumni -spiinsnifd Kho 
larships will receive .ilxmt 
S2f> IXK)  and   programs   will 
receive more than w.aw An 
$800t'iintingrn('v fund will be 
.iv.iilablc to linancc 
program*, during next vear 
Lessig said the Alumni 
iMOCiatkM considers itself 
a   fund-raising  arm  of   the 
University    that    funds 
programs which otherwise 
would receive no money 
He added that few 
students know about the 
student-oriented aspects of 
the Alumni Association 
••YOl'  ASK  the average 
student What s the Alumni 
Association''' and they can't 
tell you other than they 
probably know it has some- 
thing to do with the people 
who have graduated." said 
Lessig 
Alumni donations are 
classified as restricted or 
unrestricted Restricted 
funds are gifts for specific 
programs or departments. 
Unrestricted funds are 
awarded by the Alumni 
Board of Trustees after 
requests from organizations 
and departments are 
considered by the Alumni 
Finance Committee. 
Lessig said the number of 
alumni donating money 
increases each year and 
more people are saying 
where they want their 
money to go " 
THE LARGEST allocation 
of unrestricted monies auto- 
matically is designated to 
scholarships Alumni Merit 
Scholarships will total 
$12,480 next vear with $6,000 
Pull ring 
and throw...a party 
Big Mouth from 
Mickey's Malt Liquor 
TTTTTTT 
UAO 
presents 
JACK WHITE C 
Pocket Billiard and Trick Shot Artist 
Tuesday March 12,1 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
FREE Dogwood Suite - Union 
TTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
going to the Alumni Scholars 
program. 
Individually-sponsored a- 
wards also are included in 
scholarship allocation 
Parents Club funds will 
help finance student 
programs. 
The six Distinguished 
Teaching Awards presented 
annually are among the 
donations from the Parents 
Club 
Alumni and Parents Club 
funds were combined in a 
$2,500 allocation to the 
Office of Career Planning 
and Placement to help 
students find employment. 
"I feel this is one of our 
most important contri- 
butions because if we help 
our seniors find jobs then 
they'll become better 
alumni.' said Lessig. 
Students create films, 
work on studio jobs 
Want to learn to make 
movies? 
Students interested in 
filmmaking can study up to 
one year at the Gray Film 
Atelier, an independent 
studio in Hoosick Falls. New 
York, near the Vermont 
border 
Students at the Atelier 
which has an attached 
apprentice school join an 
intensive study program in 
which they make their own 
films and work on various 
studio projects in an appren 
tice relationship. Credit 
may be transferred back to 
a student s home sohool 
The Atelier is headed by 
Paul Gray, a former experi- 
mental-theater director, 
who headed the Drama and 
Film Department at Ben 
nington College in Vermont 
Candidates for the 1974-75 
Atelier program are now 
being reviewed as are appli- 
cants for the summer 
session 
Interested students should 
contact the Gray Film 
Antelier. Wilson Hill Road. 
Hoosick Falls. New York 
12090 
Opera planned 
The University's Opera 
Theatre will present the one 
act opera "Little Red Hiding 
Hood'' at 8 p m tonight and 
tomorrow 
Directed by Barbara 
Lockard. assistant professor 
of performance studies, the 
presentation also will 
include scenes from 
"Faust "and "Carmen " 
The performances are 
free and open to the public 
Cultural Boost Presents: 
BACHMAN-TURNER 
OVERDRIVE 
& 
McKendree Spring 
& 
The Whiz Kids 
FRIDAY 
MARCH 8th 
8:00 P.M. 
MEMORIAL HALL 
•4.25 
IN ADVANCE 
A Plant land Production 
Tickets: BGSU Student Union, 
Finders Records, Metamorphosis 
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN 
BOOKSTORE 
Bibles 
Greeting Cards 
Religious Books 
Religious Records 
ALL KINDS 
30% OFF 
BOOKS & RECORDS 
With This Coupon 
Good Thru March 15 
This Week Only 
Thurs. & Fri. 1-8 
Sat. 9-3 
Starting Next Week 
Daily 10-12,1-4 
Sat. 9-3 
Room 303, Bank of Wood County Bldg. 
3rd Floor-131S. Main St 
'THE EXORCIST" STARTS IN 6 DAYS • COMING TO CINEMAI . "THF STING' 
CINEMA I 4th Great Week 
Hurry Musi End Tue 
EVENINGS 7:10 4 9:45 
2 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
,nc,u*ng BEST ACTOR ALPACINO 
Many ot his teltow 
officers considered him 
the most dangerous 
man ative-an honest cop. 
OINO DC LAUMf *THB 
CINEMA II 3 th Smash Week 
Hurry Must End Tue. 
EVENINGS 7:20 & 9:35 
5 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
including • BEST PICTURE 
ALmCIINU 
SE.RPICO" M 
HCMNCOtO"   Ai 
Where ujere you in "62? w 
* UnMBV* «- "J** iWO—CO 
DAILY CROSSWORD 
Cq*.   1 I Gen 1 ttmtn* C°rp 
ACROSS                         63 pi.ee. 
1 "— the lair."                       64 Bally. 
7 Gloomy.                                       .,",  Setback.. 
13 Early anceator.                          66 Sight and smell. 
14 Matching. 
16 One —: Phraae.                               DOWN 
17 Where Pearhtree                         .   _  .     . . , 
--          i.                                         1  Colorful tree. 
18 Rodent                                           2 P"'--"1 
19 Ri.er in Italy.                             . •»>«»•«■ 
21 Moth.                                              J -T'. 
22 Men of Yale.                               * "•d,,"1 
24 Ancient   in.tr..-                          ,    odj,n "■&'"■ 
ment..                                             6 In ..n,le file: 
26 II,  _      (they                               , "?""'          . . ■re) ■ Fr                                             Diip«nte» with. 
27 Animal track.                               J S"", «"••• 
11    InAan        *"                                                   ,0  T'""   ^ Jl di .       ,, M        .    " ,, 
.12 Fertile valley in                       "    — _!n'old 
California.                                  „ »'"„, , 
34 Pioneer in                                   " *,««""»'■ 
.n,i.ep.i..                                          To"'" •**-•. 
36 Grow .leepy.                              " _Sl,r.,1nd ~ 
37 Hindu god of                         g Fra.le.n . name, 
love                                         23 _ _ voce. 
38 Branching.                                  " Wofd in lhe 
41  Obwrver.                                     ,„ P"lm'-     - 
45 fatal* cheer.                           g  U."'d- " »•«""• 
46 Tidal bore.                                  30 Shake.peare . 
48 Din.                                               ,. A'henian. 
33  Locale.. 
49 -Tadema,                               35  Drawing room. 
51  Napped.                                       37 Check up (with 
53 -   .oul inoonel.                           "on"). 
54 Fragment: Var.                         38 Cook-oult. 
56 "  i- li.na                                J,) Old-time greeting. 
58 Part ol a                                     *0 Keepokr. 
mushroom.                                 41  Harria's 
59 Moroccan   port.                                 Rabbit. 
61  l.ong-di.lanre                            42  Church area. 
runner.                                  43 Land.. 
IRSWH n nWWB MBUI 
PUZZLE 
44 Farm machine. 
47 Har.li llghaa. 
50 Watchful one. 
52 Term in 
cbeaaialry. 
S5 Daya, in Spain. 
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57 Etcbew. 
60 Summer, in St. 
U. 
62   Fleur. 
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
Mcmxe, THIS HKB 
& ROLANP BUR7DH 
• HCOtfXJK.I H£S 
. umriN6 A SHKHI 
STCtm FOR A POP- 
:  UIM NUSDftKiyl 
wtuone 
rOWAUXN, 
gMANP 
THAW YOU, 
WHOLE. I 
Litre YOUK. 
DI6S THBfRe 
HEAL NICE' I 
THANK. 
WE LIKE 
THEM. 
ROLAND'S A  TOU6H, CTNICAL 
HEPCXTEI!, SO PONT THY TO 
PUT ANTTHIH6 OVER ON HIM- 
TT'S S/MPIY USELESS TO PffTtNP 
TH6RES NOT A LOT Of CASUAL 
SEX AND DRU6S OUT HERE 
is?! 
■mi   CLaSSIFIED   '»»■ 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Thursday. March 7.1»74 
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a meeting 
lor the Installation of new officers tonight at 7 30 p m 
in the Faculty Lounge of the I'nion 
The BUSl' Karate Club will hold a practice session 
tonight from 5-7 p.m. in 201 Hayes 
The Committee in Support of the I'nited Farm 
Workers will hold a meeting tonight at 6 30 p m in 105 
Hayes Hall  
The Christian Science Organization will hold a 
Testimonial Meeting tonight at 6 30 p m in Prout 
Chapel  
An exhibit of Nature Photographs by Tom Lawrence 
is on display through Wednesday. March 13. in the 
second floor Browsing Room of lhe Union 
Photographs available lor purchase at the Little Shop 
The University Counseling Center will hold another 
Growth Group Meeting tonight from 7 00 - 10 00 pm 
in lhe Counseling Center in WO Student Sei vices Hldg 
Sorority Spring Kush registration will take place from 
now until the end of the quarter You may sign up in 
440 Student Services, daily Irom 9-12 and 1-5 
The Working Hand Craft 
Center 515 Conneaut 
PASSPORT AND ID 
PHOTOS CALL HAGER 
STUDIO  
Electronic repairs • TV. 
Stereo, tape, phono. Fast 
quality Service af 
reasonable rates R J I. 
309 S Main Ph 353-2291 
Open till 6 30  
For your PHOTO- 
GRAPHIC  needs    Por 
traits, passports, appli- 
cations and etc 
Weissbrod Studio 123 W 
Wooster Ph 354-9041 
year' Diane 
RIDES 
Two need ride to Western 
New York spring break 
Call 2-4892 or 2-4795 
Riders for Boston area 
Spring break Call 352- 
6054  
Ride needed to Steuben- 
ville or vie . Mar IS. 
after 5 00 p m Will pay 
352-5515  
HELP WANTED 
Hostesses and waitresses 
needed immediately. 352- 
6332 
WANTED 
NEEDED 1 FM HOUSE 
MATE Spr qtr 1 blk 
from campus. 353-2404. 
1 or 2 f   to room with 
i.'i 
M. roommate, preferred 
senior or grad. 352-0243 
Needed now F room- 
mate 140 a month 302 S 
Prospect 352-6732 
Waitresses waiters and 
cooks 21 yrs or older 
Full & part-time 
positions, now hiring 
Pizza Inn. Stadium View 
Plaza 
WSI SENIOR LIFE- 
SAVER Luckey Quarry 
Pt. time year round job 
oppt plus living space on 
premises. 833-2701 
weekends only- 
March graduates wanted 
for Restaurant manage 
ment and supervisory 
positions in Cleveland 
area Company plans on 
opening 11 fast-foods 
restaurants this year 
Send resume to Pic- 
cadilly Properties. 1148 
Euclid Avenue. Suite 413. 
Cleveland. Ohio 44114 
Need drivers with own 
cars for spring quarter 
Hourly rate plus 
mileage Apply at Mr 
Ed's Pizza Pub 
Applications now being 
taken for spring qtr. 
employment Immediate 
employment possible 
Apply in person to 
Manager at Roy Rogers. 
300 E Wooster 
1 m rmle. for spring. 
Immed occ 354-4014. 
Need 1 male to rent apt 
at Haven House Manor 
352-9378  
1 or 2 people to sublease 
apt in Thurstin Manor 
for summer Call 352- 
8122 or 352-9346  
1-2 f. roommates lor 
spring House close to 
campus Call 354-43*4 
     ■ 
1 male to sublet 4 man 
apart spring qtr 352- 
9111  
4 extra tickets needed lor 
graduation Phone 1-1137. 
Need female to sublease 
Own room in house (58 
mo Call 352-8543. Anne 
M rmml spr. qtr Own 
rm 885 mo 332-4377 
I male needed to live in a 
house with 3 other guys 
at 255 Crim Street S55 
mo 3U-Q744 
1 I needed t person 
house Own rm . sp qtr. 
Deb 352 5401.354-1383 
One male roommate spr 
quarter Ph 352-7377 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Custom Engagement 
Rings by Philip Morton 
Abortion Information 
Service Clinic very close 
to area 1-24 week preg- 
nancy terminated by 
licensed certified gyne- 
cologist Immediate 
arrangements will be 
made with no hassle Call 
collect 24 hour service 
216-631-1557 
INTERESTED IN NO- 
FRILLS LOW-COST JET 
TRAVEL to Europe. The 
Middle East. The Far 
East. Africa, or practi- 
cally anywhere0 EDU- 
CATIONAL FLIGHTS 
can help you find the 
least expensive way for 
getting where you want 
to go Phone us toll-free. 
24 hours a day. at   »i 
aa-556*  
Prolessional Carpet 
Cleaning Phone 352-0759 
for free estimate 
EMPA 3524136 Preg- 
nancy aid M 11-1. TWR 
6 30  9 30. F3-6  
PERSONALS  
Marv: His name is Jim 
OMalley Call me 
between 4 & 7 today 
Nice going Russ & Joe on 
your election to I.FC 
Grains 
Congratulations to the 
new Delta Zeta 
NEOPHYTES' Acti- 
vation is on Its way - the 
Bunch 
• Congratulations Lisa and 
Rick on your DZ-Phi Tau 
lavahering' - the Sisters 
of Delu Zeta.  
Students interested in 
gaining political exper 
or pol sc credit by 
working on Art 
Toalston's campaign 
should call 352-8086 or 
353-3792  
Dave Congratulations 
on your performance on 
this date 1970. D.E.F 
Congrats to tbe new 
Alpha Sig officers. Good 
luck  and  have  a  (real 
Congratulations to 
Kathie Fisher and Gail 
Boschim tor being Upped 
into Golden Torch'. Love, 
your Phi Mu Sisters. 
Schmigma Lil Sisses are 
proud of their new big 
bros 
The sisters would like to 
congratulate Holly and 
Dick on their Phi Mu - 
Theu Chi lavahering 
The Phi Mu s proudly 
announce their 1974 Phi 
Guy Man ol the Year • 
Skip Palmer. 
Affectionate black 4 
white male kitty needs 
good home 353-2043 
TV Earth Watch • new 
evening course for 
spring Includes TV 
programs viewed at 
home and Stud projects 
on broad topic of 
environmt 3 credit hrs. 
independent study For 
info contact Experi- 
mental Stud.. 540 Educ . 
2-2256     .  
Freddie Falcon appli- 
cations are now 
available in 405 Stud 
Serv Mon -Fri. 8-5 
Applications must be in 
by March 8  
Take a break from 
studying - relax en- 
joy the Crypt Coffee- 
house Open Friday 9 
p.m - 1 a.m. UCF 
Center. 313 Thurstin at 
Ridge.  
Goodbye Cindy and Lor i - 
have fun in England. 
We'll miss you lou Rm 
104_  
FOR SALE  
1K8 Chevy Biscayne Six. 
43.000 mi. 18-20 mpg . 
good tires. 1500 Call 352 
6518 after 5 00.  
Custom 200 amp 1 If 
speakers Good rock 
amp. With cover. 8350 
Call afternoons iTol I 
3824431  
1(68 Kirkwood mobile 
home. 12x80'. two bed- 
rooms, washer L dryer, 
air cond large utility 
shed Gypsy Lane Est 
Natural gas Phone 353 
0074. 
(8 Buick Special - new 
tires, battery Good 
body (485 Phone 371- 
3079  
1*69 Blue Toyota Corona. 
27.000 actual miles. Hate 
to but must sell, leaving 
after graduation. 
Interior excellent, engine 
Just overhauled, no nut 
(1195 Call 352-8234 after 
5 30 p.m  
1963 Rambler Ambas- 
sador Little rust Great 
transportation, or second 
car (3(5 Call 352-8234 
after 5.30pm  
10x50 Mobile home in 
good condition 655-3792 
Color console TV. 13" 
Best offer, after 6pm 
351-7237 Rob  
FORWENT  
34 man apts available 
for sum Special rates 
offered Call 352-0410 
NOW LEASING 
NEWLOVE 
APARTMENTS 
Nice two bedroom apart- 
ments for four students 
Big closets, carpeting 
throughout. good 
locations Apartment 
buildings located at 521 
East Merry and 824 Sixth 
Street Phone 353-73(1 for 
further information. 
Apartment for rent 2 
bedroom furnished 
Avail, in March Call 352- 
9378  
APARTMENTS TO 
RENT 351-4671  
Very large 4 man apts. 
near Towers, furnished It 
A C. Now renting for 
summer 1 next school 
year Phone 351-9302 
from 15 352-7365. 
evenings 
Thurstin Manor Apts 
now has 1 efficiency 
apt* available for spring 
qtr Inquire at Thurstin 
Manor Apts. or phone 
352 5435.  
Nice 2 bed. apts for 4 
students Furn A C. 
Summer 1 Fall rentals 
with 9 mo. leases and 
special summer rates. 
Buff Apts 1470 and 1490 
dough Call 354-7541 
anytime or 353-3143 
evenings after 7 for 
information.  
NOW RENTING FOR 
FALL QUARTER. 
FURN 
2 bed .2 baths. (225 mo 1 
occupants    (240  mo    4 
occupants 
1 bed  turn . 1 adults (170 
mo. 
Above prices are for a ( 
mo lease, beat 4V water 
furn.. lower prices for I 
year lease  Call now for 
our  low summer rates 
and  inspection   351-43*4 
or I493-W81 collect 
Room for 1 male student 
ap qtr. in family home 
close to campus 352-8678 
-7-»p.m 
Puppeter began hobby at twelve 
Thuridoy, March 7, 1974, Ih. BC Newt/Pa** 7 
B«tfi »oym»nd Mitter (Id.), •iamb*** ow ef rtor 
homemade friend* that ih* uses le explain the art 
of puppetry to University and community groupt. 
At ago 12, Raymond mad* her firtt marionette 
Today, (he hat about 30 marionettes and 45-50 
hand puppott. (N.wtphoto by Karon Chapin) 
Save The News 
Saturday 
Noon-4 p.m. 
BROTHERS OF THETA CHI 
CONGRATULATE 
RUSS FENTON - V-PA™L 
JOE ANTER - J« 
OF IFC-BEST OF LUCK! 
Your Headquarters 
for Head & Body Gear 
in Bowling Green 
WORLDLY GOODS 
r.:T:.y     w EASI WOOSTBK ST. 
across from Kohl Hall 
SXX%SX%%%%SXSXS%XXXXS3SX%X%X%% 
»V^^^^Wn<n»rWn«l'r' •WWr¥Wr%W 
BUMPUS-DAHMS & 
AL-LYN APTS. 
FALL LEASES & SUMMER 
LEASES AVAILABLE 
• 2 bedroom Units 
• Office Open 24 Hours a Day, 
Days A Week 
• 9 to 12 Month Leases 
PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT 
352-4671 
Student gives life to marionettes 
By Chuck Slockum 
Beth Raymond, senior 
K.i has the world on a 
string -or at least part of it 
As a puppeteer. Raymond 
possesses a form of inborn 
talent which seems to 
control her outlook on life. 
"My whole interest with 
puppets is a result ol my 
interest with human 
beings." she said "I'm 
really interested in the 
beauty of human form, 
whether real or wooden." 
She first got started in 
puppetry when she made her 
first marionette ia puppet 
suspended from strings! at 
the age of twelve 
"My interest came about 
because ot the work being 
done in puppetry by a very 
talented puppeteer. Mrs 
Dollv  Criswell.   also  from 
my   hometown   d'uyahoga 
Falls i." she said 
SHE BEGAN making 
hand puppets constructed ot 
papier-mache heads and 
cloth bodies 
"At home. I worked with 
marionettes, but because of 
the difficulties transporting 
them. I had to leave them 
behind." she lamented 
She also has worked with 
finger, stick, rod and 
shadow puppets 
A shadow puppet is a one- 
dimensional figure imposed 
behind a sheet with a light 
source coming from the 
back 
"1 personally like marion- 
ettes the best They're quite 
complicated, but lor me it's 
fun." she said 
"When I see a marionette 
on stage u reminds me ol .1 
human being in miniature," 
she added with a smile 
RAYMOND makes all of 
her puppets She has about 
30 marionettes and 45-50 
hand puppets 
When making a puppet, 
she has a particular 
character in mind. She is ob- 
sessed with creating puppets 
which show expression and 
individuality 
"I think stick puppets and 
hand puppets are fine for the 
children, but there is a 
highly detined technique to 
puppetry just as there is to 
calculus or chemistry or any 
other discipline." she said. 
"THERE IS so much to 
puppetry that BG doesn't 
know about It's such an 
ancient art and only recently 
has any work been done in 
puppetry   in   the   field  of 
Officials settle coal strike 
LONDON 1AP1 The 
leaders of Britain's 280.000 
striking coal miners last 
night accepted a one-year. 
$230 million pay package 
designed to end the nation's 
gravest industrial crisis 
since World War II. 
The 27-man executive ol 
the miners' union voted 25 to 
2 to accept the deal after 12 
hours of bargaining with the 
state-run coal board. 
Ending the strike and 
resuming the flow of coal 
that I ires 70 per cent of the 
country's power-permitting 
cancellation of the three-day 
work week now imposed on 
many British lirms and 
factories-was the first 
order ol business tor Prime 
Minister Harold Wilson's 
new Labor government 
Joseph c; 0 r 1111 e y. 
president ot the union, said 
the men would go back to 
the mines by Monday alter a 
bitter dispute that has 
dragged on for nearly lour 
months and hamstrung the 
economy 
WHILE LEADERS of the 
miners and National Coal 
Board were thrashing out 
the pay settlement, 
lawmakers assembled in the 
two houses ol Parliament 
for traditional swearing in 
ceremonies 
"It is going to be an 
exciting Parliament lor all 
of us." Wilson told the 
crowded chamber from his 
place in the government 
benches that had been 
occupied since 1970 by 
former Conservative Prime 
Minister Edward Heath. 
Wilson's minority 
government, with 301 places 
in (he 635-seal House of 
Commons, laces parlia 
mentary struggles in the 
months ahead The Conser- 
vatives have 296 seats, Itk 
Liberal party 14 and smaller 
parties a total of 24. 
Wilson thus will need help 
from the Liberals to get 
legislation passed. I'nder 
the British system, he would 
not necessarily (all with the 
defeat ot a particular bill 
unless he lost a confidence 
vote 
S@@giM?(®dMi)Si!? 
(MfflseBooS low-cost 
EMM3°ft%5D31Sgifi0(to 
London 
Departures June 7 
through September 14 
/•*?5>\             from Cleveland, Columbus 
Bs&SKDto     Dav,on- Toledo or 
XjjjjjpQyP'     Pittsburgh 
AAA WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY 
Evoryono's Iravol headqua-lers 
414 E. Wooster St.                                        352-5276 
**
c Happy Hours      ^O 
in the 
Falcon's Nest 
featuring 
THE JAKE BAND 
2:00-5:00 
«M 
Friday March 8 
Pitcher Beer 
SHERWOOD 7100 
RECEIVER 
PE3015 TURNTABLE 
ONKYO15 SPEAKERS 
PICKERINC CARTRIDGE 
REG.PRICE-$715.65 
"SOUND SPECIALISTS" 
HOURS: 10-9MON-FRI. 10-5:30 SAT. 
248 S. MAIN ST. PHONE 354-4322 
education." she 
emphasized 
Dr LorreneOrt. professor 
of curriculum and instruc- 
tion, "has really given me a 
good channel to spread the 
word on puppetry through 
her education courses." she 
said 
Raymond has taught 
puppetry in education 
classes, at Kiwanis 
meetings and birthday 
parties for children 
"In the art of puppetry. 
I'm involved with not only 
making and performing with 
them, I'm also into the 
history of it, too." she said. 
"My talks basically 
consist of how to make a 
puppet, but I try to incor- 
porate segments on the 
history and philosophy 
because it is so important in 
understanding the art as it is 
today." she added 
TWO   YEARS   ago   she 
organized a group that 
presented shows lor mother- 
daughter banquets and 
church groups, but recently 
she has been loo busy to hold 
any performances 
Raymond stressed the 
values of puppetry as being 
"the development of mani- 
pulative and perceptive 
skills." and the aid to indi- 
viduals "speaking out about 
present day (oibles and 
social satires." 
Is Raymond upset because 
she is hidden (rom the 
audience while the puppets 
receive all of the glory on 
state » 
"I have no desire to act in 
front of people My satis- 
faction comes Irom giving 
life to the puppets, which is 
actually me." she said 
enthusiastically 
RAYMOND, like others in 
creative arts, has an idol 
Hers is Jim Henson 
creator, designer and 
initiator of the "Muppet 
Puppets" shown on the tele- 
vision series. "Sesame 
Street." 
She met Henson last 
summer and said. "Being in 
New York really opened my 
eyes to the performing art." 
Her present career goal is 
to    illustrate 
books. 
children's 
"Puppets are just a 
hobby." she said, "but 
throughout my research and 
enjoyment of the hobby. I 
found out there is so much 
involvement in that art. that 
it could involve all of my 
time " 
And with a world at her 
finger tips. Raymond's 
hobby could easily involve 
all of her time 
Library hours 
The Library will oper- 
ate on a reduced 
schedule March 16-25 
Open from 8 am-5 
P in . the Library will 
be closed weekends Re- 
gular hours will resume 
March 26. the first day 
of spring quarter 
classes 
Class project planned 
The Advanced Oral Interpretation class will present their 
original performance. "Yours is the Weaker Sex land other 
such nonsenser at 6.30 p.m Monday in the Joe E Brown 
Theatre 
The performance compiles poetry and play scripts of "the 
battle of the sexes" and will show differences between men 
and women in humorous and dramatic sketches 
HELP WANTED! 
Drive For Domino's 
Flexible Part-time Hours 
352-5221 
HOWARD *S 
COLD BEER BOOZE 
Fine Tunes 
LIVE MUSIC-7 NITES A WEEK 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday 
The Muskadine Blues Band 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••a 
Sunday 
The Bill Strickland Trio 
Coming March 15 & 16, From Chicago 
The Jimmy Dawkins Blues Band 
Need some duds- 
On my way to 
get some... 
Sweaters 
Knit Tops 
Halters 
Blouses 
Jeans, Pants, 
Sleepwear, 
Suntan Lotion, 
Sunglasses, 
etc. 
etc. 
etc 
etc 
Where?? 
Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
West of McDonald 
Swimmers' MAC hopes 
rest on specialty events 
Butterfly 
Veriatile tophomoro Dave Ryland could be an important performer for the 
Falcon tankers in the Mid-American Conference champiomhipi which begin 
today at Kant State University. Ryland will compete in the 500 and 1650-yard 
freeityle evenli Ho'i alto a possible ontry in the 200-yard butterfly and tho 
800-yard freeityle relay. ( Nowiphoto by Jo»eph Darwal) 
■:.■:■■■: ■ ■ 
Dan Garfleld 
Victorious season ahead 
for Falcon racketmen 
Will 1974 be the year the BG tennis squad emerges as a 
power in the MidAmerican Conference <MAl'i racket 
circuit? 
Kndowed with six freshmen, coach BobUill's sixth Falcon 
edition promises to be his besl yet. Gill's optimism of a 
great season was enhanced after his young squad knocked 
off powerful Eastern Kentucky. 5-4. two weeks ago. 
The racketmen will journey to Florida during spring 
break for four matches in five days. The Falcons will meet 
Florida International. Miami Dade South, Delaware 
University and Jacksonville University, a team that 
defeated BG. 6-3. last year 
Although young, the racketmen have some talented 
individuals in their lineup At the No 1 singles-spot is 
Ireshman Kich Herbst-a former Massachusets high school 
state champion His quickness and fast overhand shot 
enabled him to soundly defeat his senior Eastern Kentucky 
counterpart. 6-1 and 7-6. two weeks ago 
Casey Daganhardt. Rob Dowling. Mike Jackson, Glenn 
Johnson and Bob Green are the other rookies on the squad 
THE NO. t singles spot was vacated early last month 
when Johnson I Port Huron Mich . netter. had surgery to 
repair a torn retina in his right eye 
"He seems to be coming along good I had hoped that he 
could be back in the line-up by May 1. but now he cold be 
ready by April 19 for Kent and Ohio." said coach Gill 
Doug Dennis. 7-7 last year at the No 4 slot, had knee 
surgery in December but is expected to be ready for action 
during the spring trip 
"Dennis will be a possible starter down south." said Gill 
He'll play Howell iTimi and Dowling iRobi for a season 
starting spot." 
Tim Hoover and Larry Dister are the only seniors on the 
squad Hoover, this year's captain will play in the third or 
fourth singles spot, a step down from his No. 2 position last 
year Last season. Hoover posted a 4-10 record at the No 2 
position 
"I THINK I can win more at fourth singles tkaa maybe at 
■At  »ll-k 
Mark Glover 
CCHA pairings 
finalized 
ICE HOUSE HAPPENINGS: 
Official pairings for the Central Collegiate Hockey Associ- 
ation (CCHAi playoffs in St Louis this weekend have been 
released 
Friday night's opening encounter will match Lake 
Superior State College and Western Michigan. The game 
will start at 6 p.m. Central Daylight Time. 
Western Michigan's Broncos clinched the Division II spot 
last weekend when they tied Buffalo. 3-3, in the second 
contest of a two-game series Friday night's game was won 
by Buffalo. 4-2 > 
Bowling Green's icers will battle St Louis at 9 p.m. 
tomorrow. 
The consolation game will start Sunday at noon with the 
championship game beginning at 3 p.m. 
MICHIGAN STATE'S Steve Colp is one tough customer 
when it comes to scoring. He blitzed the Michigan 
Wolverines for eight marks last weekend to raise hi. 
national leading total to 88 
Falcon skater Bob Dobek. who trailed Colp for national 
honors by only one point last week, is still second in the 
country in point production with 83 marks. 
• • • 
The brother combination of Michigan State's Tom Ross 
and Bowling Green rightwinger Doug Ross continues to be • 
red-hot scoring duo. The latest statistics show the Spartan 
icer with 80 points while brother Doug totals 63 
• • • 
Accolades to the five members of the Falcon skating crew 
who hold the operation together behind the scenes. 
Trainer Gary "Doc" Rose, equipment manager Don 
"Woody" Woods, student trainer Garry "Speed" Miller and 
student manager Frank "Peanuts" Young have done all of 
the patching together when things fall apart. 
Also special thanks to senior statistician Jim Schneider. 
• • • 
A special salute to the Falcon fans who signed up for the 
Rink Rats chartered bus trip to the CCHA playoffs. Two bus 
loads of vocal BG enthusiasts will be in St. Louis to cheer 
Ike icers'efforts 
third or second." said Hover Last year I went into 
matches against players who were just better than me " 
A lack of depth last season led to a 7-7 overall slate and 
fifth place finish in the MAC 
No match was an easy task for the 1973 Falcons This 
season, the team has a winning spirit and each player is 
hustling and helping his teammates The schedule is packed 
with keen competition which will make the season a 
challenge for the young netters 
The Falcons have young talent capable of winning the 
MAC. but I'd have to pick the Redskins who choked last year 
in the MAC finals 
They have veteran team combined with depth and aren't 
likely to fold twice The Falcons will surpirse TU, Kent and 
Western, en rodte to a second place-a good move from a 
last year's fifth place showing. 
By Dick Reel 
Staff Writer 
Despite a lack of depth in 
the specialty and relay 
events, the Falcon tankers 
could still garner important 
points in these events as the 
Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) swimming 
championships begin today 
at Kent State University 
Time trials begin at noon 
and finals in five events 
begin at 7:30p.m. Additional 
time trials will be held at 
noon tomorrow with five 
more final events starting at 
7:30p.m. Friday 
Saturday's action will 
begin with time trials at 10 
am., and finals at 4 p.m. to 
round out the three-day 
meet 
LAST YEAR, the Falcons 
placed fifth among seven 
teams in the conference 
meet 
Kent State, this season's 
favorite, finished first last 
year Miami was second. 
Eastern Michigan placed 
third. Ohio University was 
fourth and Western 
Michigan and Central 
Michigan finsihed sixth and 
seventh respectively. 
The Bowling Green swim 
crew has outstanding 
performers     in     all    the 
specialty events, but after 
that the ranks are thin. 
Nevertheless. BG coach 
Tom Stubbs said the 
specialty swimmers will 
hold the key to the Falcon 
fortunes in the conference 
meet. 
BUTTERFLY-Freshman 
Dean Ackron has improved 
considerably in recent 
weeks and looks like BG's 
strongest entry in both the 
100- and 200-yard butterfly. 
Rob Ellis and Dave Ryland 
also could lend some support 
in this area 
Don Dunkle of Kent has 
the conference's best time 
this season in the 200-yard 
butterfly, but hell get a 
strong challenge from 
Miami's Art Ensley. the 
defending loop champion in 
the 200. 
Ohio sophomore Roy 
Cheran also returns to 
defend his 100-yard butterfly 
title 
BACKSTROKE - Bill 
Bradburn. who has been a 
consistent swimmer all 
season for the Falcons, is 
BG's only entry in the two 
backstroke events (100- and 
200-yard i 
"I think Bradburn can get 
some important points for 
us," Stubbs said 
Top backstrokers in the 
conference so far this 
season have been Miami's 
Pat Doyle. Kent's Mark 
Worland and Ohio's Steve 
Kuzma. 
BREASTSTROKE-Senior 
co-captain Bill Wittenmyer 
is BG's top threat in this 
event with ireshman Dennis 
Erdelyi providing the depth 
"Like Bradburn. I expect 
Wittenmyer to come 
through with a strong 
showing to get us some 
points." Stubbs remarked. 
As in the other specialty 
categories, the breaststroke 
will be composed of two 
events, the 100- and 200- 
yard 
The top entry in the 
breaststroke will be Miami's 
Tom Pursley, the defending 
champion in the 200. He also 
finished second in the 100 in 
last year's league meet 
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY- 
Freshman Rob Ellis is 
Bowling Green's top 
performer in this event. 
Ellis has been a pleasant 
surprise all season, but 
behind him, the Falcons do 
not have much depth 
Wittenmyer. Jeff Leidel 
and Frank Murru are 
possibilities for the Falcon 
tankers in both the 200- and 
400-yard IM. 
Miami and Kent both have 
two fine swimmers in these 
events The Flashes 
strength will come from 
Mark Worland and Don 
Dunkle. while the Redskins 
will rely on Ensley and 
Pursley. Ensley holds the 
conference record in the 400 
RELAYS-The 400-medley 
relay team of Bradburn. 
Wittenmyer. Ackron and 
either Joe Klebowski or 
Steve Breithaupt looks like 
the Falcons' best 
The 400-freestyle relay 
team of Breithaupt. Kle- 
bowski, Jeff Deeren and 
Rick Carveth also appears 
as though it might challenge 
for a top spot 
In the 800-yard freestyle 
relay, Stubbs was undecided 
as to who to go with, but 
probable participants are 
Breithaupt. Jon Watts, Dean 
Ackron, Klebowski and 
Dave Ryland 
Kent State's relay teams 
have posted the best times 
in the conference this 
season 
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Marksmen win first title in six years 
By Dave Fulscher 
Imagine a long, winding 
line of fans waiting for hours 
to get tickets to a rifle 
match 
Or try to conceive a sell- 
out crowd of 50.000 people 
watching the NCAA Rifle 
Championships in 1975 
Those may be slightly 
exaggerated predictions for 
the fate of target shooting, 
but a rising interest in the 
sport is evident by the 
number of teams appearing 
on college campuses around 
the nation 
Rifling isn't new to the 
University The HOTC 
program has sponsored rifle 
teams here for the past 20 
years This year's team, 
coached by Cap! Joe Carden 
of the Army ROTC, is the 
best ever at Bowling Green 
The team won their league 
championship with an 
unblemished 7-0 record 
"ALTHOUGH THIS is a 
ROTC-sponsored      team. 
anyone at the University can 
join." Cap! Carden 
explained "The league 
we're in requires that you 
have to be in HOTC to 
compete in league matches 
All anvone has to do to 
compete is enroll in one 
ROTC course." 
The BG marksmen won 
the Southern Michigan- 
Northwestern Ohio HOTC 
Rifle League championship 
this season for the first time 
in six years 
The  team's matches are 
held indoors with the season 
running from October to late 
March The sharpshooters 
use 22-caliber rifles in an 
attempt to hit targets 50 feet 
away 
"Fifty feet may seem like 
a ridiculously short distance 
until you realize that the 
center of the target is about 
the size of a ladybug." said 
Capt Carden "The rules 
require you to shoot from 
two standing positions, one 
kneeling and another 
position where the shots are 
taken while laying flat on 
the ground '' 
Overall, each member 
shoots 40 rounds and can 
score a maximum of 400 
points The team enters 10 
riflers in each match and the 
top five scorers place in the 
final results 
"WE'VE GOT three 
individuals on the squad who 
average 340 points every 
meet." Carden continued 
"Most teams in the league 
are lucky to have one or two 
people who can consistently 
shoot a 350 point total at 
every match " 
' Our team isn't 
considered collegiate for the 
simple reason that it's 
supported mainly by the 
ROTC program." said 
Carden. "Some schools tike 
Eastern Kentucky and Ten- 
nessee are now offering full 
scholarships for their team 
members." 
Women swimmers 
take second place 
The Falcon women 
swimmers earned a spot in 
next week's NCAA finals at 
Penn State University by 
finishing second last 
weekend in the Midwest 
Intercollegiate Swimming 
and Diving Championships 
at Chicago State. 
Michigan State won the 
meet with 708 points The 
Falcons, paced by Barb 
McKee. Becky Siesky. Gail 
Sailer. Diane Wian and 
Nancy Thompson, had 482 
points. Indiana University 
was third with 436 points. 
McKee led the BG con 
tingent with a first place 
finish in the 100-yard butter- 
fly, a second in the 50-yard 
backstroke and third in the 
100-yard backstroke 
McKee's time of 1 02 437 in 
Challenge 
Falcon center John Stewart (17) goes one-on-one with a lake Superior icer 
during earlier season action. Stewart and his teammates journey to St. Louis 
this weekend to defend last year's CCHA tournament championship. 
(Newtphoto by Joseph Glkk) 
the 100-yard butterfly event 
seta meet record 
Amy Bruson sustained an 
injury during Friday night's 
competition and could not 
compete in the Saturday 
diving events. 
The Falcon swimmers 
qualified 15 for the NCAA 
finals which will be headed 
by five Olympic gold 
medalists 
Mixed 
Spring 
Bouquets 
$250 
Cash & Carry 
Thurs., Fn. & Sat. 
ahr 
3f | lumrrhfliuf 
428 W. Wooiter St. 
3531045      ^t, 
rani 
1      DOMINO'S PIZZA 
352-5221 
352-5222 
352-5223 
1     Watch For Our "HAWAIIAN SPECUL'' 
e 
• 
e 
e 
ANNOUNCING: THE GRAND OPENING   ^V   5 
of Sam B's Carry-Out 
107 State St. j 
Specials All Weekend!   £\ I 
Snacks - Two For    ,W_    : 
Dra *,n8     The Price of One *v> <*, 
Tune-Up Before or After The BTO Concert 
